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  Description

  The material on this site may not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used except with the prior written permission of The Digital Bits, Inc. The riff on 'Break is not such a bad thing, giving the film a strong enough backbone to peddle its NOS-injected wares, and affording the young and upcoming Vin Diesel room to go larger than life, exploding onto the screen as a fully fledged star sporting a raw attitude that is still relatively rare to see these days. However, these moments are very far and few in between and honestly, fail to generate a satisfying hemispheric soundfield. For more about The Fast and the Furious 4K and the The Fast and the Furious 4K Blu-ray release, see the The Fast and the Furious 4K Blu-ray Review published by Martin Liebman on July 30, 2019 where this Blu-ray release scored 4.
We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site, provide personalised content and advertising, analyse our traffic, and ensure you see more of what you love. the background throughout the panel are various buildings and trees, the ones on the bottom almost looking like X-ray renditions. With intense full-throttle action, awesome high-speed stunts and full-on pedal-to-the-metal intensity, The Fast and the Furious puts you in the driver's seat and dares you to exceed all limits. Many of the vehicles, in particular, come with an awesome gloss that beams in the sun while the shiny, gray-lining of decals have a brilliant glaze. He spends his days rebuilding high performance race cars and perfecting the art of computer controlled fuel injection.Black levels are also notably richer, giving several of the vehicles a silky, eye-catching polish, especially Dominic's 1970 Dodge Charger, and strong shadow detailing provides appreciable dimensionality.
The racing sequences are infectiously noisy, bringing the streets into your very living room, and the track is excellent. There is one extended sequence involving a careening semi-truck that remains one of the most exciting action sequences I've seen. Updated daily and in real-time, we track all high-def disc news and release dates, and review the latest disc titles. Amir Mokri's stylized cinematography is mostly limited to heavy earth tones, varied amber browns, and warm golden yellows. The Fast and the Furious and 2 Fast 2 Furious were finished on film and scanned in full native 4K, while the others were upsampled from 2K Digital Intermediates.

Eventually, O'Conner will have to put his newfound street racing skills to the test if he's going to bust the thugs, get the girl, and beat Toretto at his own game. Originally shot in traditional 35mm film, the 2160p transfer comes with its fair share of soft, somewhat poorly-resolved moments, but thankfully, it's nothing too egregious and the picture is awash in a thin layer of natural grain, giving it a nice film-like appearance. Two more films are planned in this series and I’m pretty sure they’re going to take the crew into space. As awesome as it is, however, it only offers minor improvements over its predecessor with a few atmospherics here and there traveling to the ceiling channels, nicely enhancing the action into a very subtle hemispheric soundfield. More Than Furious (SD, 4 min): Watch and compare Brian's first street race with the original storyboards.
Use the thumbs up and thumbs down icons to agree or disagree that the title is similar to The Fast and the Furious.Visual Effects Montage (SD, 4 min): Featurette mixing blue screen plates, storyboards, composites and CGI renderings, all to the tune of a grating techno beat. Cohen stages the scene like a music video with a blaring neo-industrial song on the soundtrack, lots of slo-mo, and not a single word of dialogue. The adrenaline-fueled thrill ride that began with The Fast and the Furious takes an explosive new turn in 2 Fast 2 Furious! Comparatively speaking, however, the 4K video isn't rewarded with a significant boost even though whites are slightly crisper and more brilliant in some areas, like the clothing or various light fixtures.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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        out of 5 based on
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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